
"Every kid that dies of starvation nowadays is a victim of murder," says Jean Ziegler, member of the human 
rights council of the UN. We are sorry to say that even many left-wingers fall short of the immediacy of such 
statements.
Daily, 25.000 people worldwide die of hunger and malnutrition. 25.000 people are thus killed. 25.000 people 
every day who cannot escape their home countries but come to a miserable end there. That is nearly 9 million 
annual fatalities!!!

Afghanistan, Syria, Somalia, Sudan /South Sudan, Iraq and the states of the Middle East are among those 
countries which refugees flee from, and in exactly those same countries war has been the daily basis of 
experience for the citizens. Lybia, where many people already flee from because of war instigated by the West,
is under threat of being bombed again to push back the smugglers. Consequently, war is regarded by our 
governments as a solution for rather than the casue of the problem.

Advertisement for new wars is being shamelessly engineered: the "Bundeswehr Day", now held annually as a 
gigantic spectacle of propaganda, advertises new war operations.
Even though wars have demanded hundreds of thousands of people's lives already. They have brought chaos, 
destruction, violence and loss of perspective, and have left them behind. Those people that have died there 
could not escape death in time, either.
Those having managed to flee from their destroyed home countries and that venture the journey to Europe 
awaits a mostly traumatic voyage.

23000 people died in the last 15 years in their effort to reach Europe. Those who do are greeted by walls, 
barbed wire and heavily armed police officers. Those who are allowed to stay have to obey racist special laws.
We say: Where there are people being murdered, there must be murderers and those culpable of assistance 
to murder.

Viewed from a historical perspective, Europe has brutally conquered and colonised the rest of the globe until 
the 1970s. Poverty and malnutrition are not arbitrary but a product of the ruthless exploitation of non-
European countries which have been abused as mere supplyers of goods and workforce, and in the process 
have systematically been kept in a state of dependence.
Nowadays, neocolonialistic structures, inequal trade relations and trade agreements maintain this 
dependence. Capitalism is now the basic evil of mankind.

It is the capitalist means of production which through profit maximising procudes exploitation of man and 
nature, squandering of resources, global warming, draughts and ever new environmental catastrophes. 
Which leads to poverty and hunger for some and abundance for others.
Today, we can explicitly name the responsibilities.
When Italy asked for European funding for the distress at sea - rescue programme "Mare Nostrum" it had been 
denied, the operation was called off, in perfect awareness that because of this refusal, innumerable people 
would find their death by drowning.



It is the Western corporations which...
- because of of stock market speculations with basic foodstuff force up the cost for these basic foodstuff
- take possession of agricultural space specifically meant for the production of food in order to raise those 
plants necessary to produce biological and agricultural fuel
- through agrarian price-dumping, the down-competing of the native market by means of subsidised cheap 
products, rob the people needing this agriculatural space of their bases of life
- organise the patent licencing for seed types and thus practically privatise, among others, thousands of years
old arable crops
- through the export of armament goods make possible and heat up wars and conflicts around the world

It is the Western politicians which ...
- through overindebtedness of the poorest countries of the world prevent increases in productivity there
- rather spend taxpayers' money on the police force and military than for rescuing those in distress at sea and 
provision
- tighten up asylum politics
- wage war for the benefit of their own organisations

We think: As long as one single stock-fund deals in nutrition, as long as one single bullet is being exported 
into areas of conflict, it is the duty of the rich countries to take in every single refugee!! It is their duty to 
provide for them all and to guarantee them life suitable for a human being!! That is why we demand a self-
administered shelter for refugees here in Frankfurt!!
Nowadays, Germany declares to take over "more responsibility" in the world. A hundred years ago Liebknecht 
said: the main enemy is in at home. Nothing much has changed about that. And this means once and for all 
putting an end to warmongerers and those who take profit from hunger of the Deutsche Bank, to Siemens, to 
Daimler, to the arms producers; to all of private capital in general.

This also means that it is necessary to unite all fights! To bundle anti-racist, anti-fascist, trade union, student 
and migrant fights and create a gegeral strike! To finally give vent to our rage against such circumstances!
Hands-on solidarity with refugees today explicity means to expand the class struggle in the cities. Important 
though the be, humanitarian support is not enough. If you want to fight the reasons for flight you need to break 
the system!!

If you want to prevent imperialistic war globally you need to lead the class fight to Western Europe!

Stop destroying their countries!
 
Fight the capitalist system! 

For the revolution towards equal living conditions!


